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ABSTRACT

During the pitting of magnesium and other metals in

halide solutions a film of halide salt of the metal forms
on the corroding surface. This salt film plays a majorrole as a diffusion barrier for water and prevents repassi-vation by oxide. Properties of magnesium chloride layerswere determined on corroding high-purity magnesium shieldedelectrodes or one-dimensional pits. Electrical transient* experiments showed that the salt film thickness is proportionalto applied anodic potential and that conduction is by thehigh field mechanism. Water diffusion rate decreases with
film thickness.

Corrosion of magnesium has been studied in relation tc use as
structural material in the atmospheric environment (1) as a cathodicprotection anode (2) and as an anode in primary cells (3). Otherstudies have been made of associated thermodynamics (4) and kineticsand transport processes (5-9). Magnesium corrosion is highlyhindered by surface hydroxide (8) and the mixed potential for dissolu-tion is generally about one volt positive to the reversible potentialof magnesium. The corroded surface is rough and the corrosion productfilm sometimes contains finely divided reactive magnesium particles(10). Hydrogen is simultaneously evolved so that the apparent

valence of dissolution is about 1.4 rather than the standard valence

of2The purpose of the present paper is to describe and analyzecorrosion of magnesium at high anodic potentials in magnesiumchloride solutions in which a magnesium chloride film forms on the

corroding surface. Mass transport effects and properties of the salt
film are described. The results provide some illumination of corrosion
mechanisms at lower anodic potentials.
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Experimental

The experiments described in this paper were carried out with
shielded (one dimensional pit) electrodes, described previously (11).
The working electrodes were 99.9% pure magnesium rods with 0.16 cm x
32 cm cross section cast in 0.6 cm diameter epoxy resin insulating
sheaths. Experiments were conducted in the anode facing up position
for hydrodynamic stability, and the corroding surface was observed
through a 60 x binocular microscope above the cell. A flow cell that
could be put under the microscope (12) was also used. The shielded
pit electrodes faced up on the bottom of a 0.32 cm x 0.32 cm cross
section flow channel. All of the experiments were carried out in
solutions of various concentrations of ACS-specification reagent
grade MgCI 2 • 6 H20 in distilled water.

Many different types of experiments were conducted with the
shielded electrodes to characterize the transport mechanisms.
Potentiodynamic polarization curves were measured under stagnant and
forced convection conditions. The rate of evolution of hydrogen gas,
produced simultaneously with corrosion, was measured in an inverted
electrolyte-filled micro gas burette held over the pit. The effect of
electrolyte velocity on the limiting current density was determined
with a flow system (13) using a Teflon pump and a rotameter calibrated
for each solution. Current density transients were measured under
potentiostatic conditions in the early stages of development of the
diffusion layer in various bulk MgC12 concentrations. Potential drop
in the pit electrolyte was measured as a function of position with a
vertically-calibrated movable Luggin capillary (11).

Electrical transient methods were used to characterize the

properties of the salt film on the metal surface. Step potentials
were applied in the positive and negative direction to the magnesiu=
anode corroding at steady state conditions. Measured initial peak
currents gave electrical conduction properties of the salt film.
Integrated current density versus time for a positive step potential
gave charge density of incremental amount of salt film formed.

A Wenking Model 68T53 potentiostat and a PAR Model 173 potentio-
stat were used for the controlled potential experiments. For applied
pctentials greater than 10 V, a well-filtered variable voltage DC
power supply was connected to the working and counter electrodes; the
working electrode potential was measured against a saturated calomel
reference electrode. Fast electrical transients were measured on a
Tektronix Model 564B storage oscilloscope and slow transients on a
Hewlett-Packard Model 7046A x-y plotter. A saturated calomel reference
electrode was used in stagnant electrolyte experiments and a silver/-
silver chloride electrode in contact with the solution in the flow
experiments (13).

-Wh
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Results and Discussion

PoZlaization Curves--A typical potentiodynamic polarization curve
for magnesium in MgCl2 solution is shown in Fig. 1. This curve was
obtained in 0.94 M MgCl2 solution with a sweep rate of 1 V/m in the
positive and negative directions. The current density in the approxi-
mately linear positive-sweep region from -1.3 V to 2 V is limited by
ohmic resistance of the solution. In this region hydrogen bubbles
evolve vigorously and cause increasingly unstable current with
increase in potential. The corroding metal surface has a Jet black
appearance due to a microporous surface as observed for titanium in
the ohmically-limited region (11, 13).

At a potential above 2 V the current density deviates from the
linear relationship and decays rapidly due to salt film passivation.
The hydrogen evolution rate decreases significantly and the corroding

surface becomes electropolished. In the salt film passivation region,
agitation of the electrolyte in the pit causes the current density to

increase. On the negative sweep from 10 V the current density remains
small until the potential is below 0 V. Then the hydrogen evolution
increases significantly and the current density rises to the ohmic

limit. The zero-current intercept is more negative on the negative
sweep because the surface is completely active. On the initial
positive sweep starting at -2 V the corrosion initiates at discrete

small pits and time is required for the whole surface to become active.

The potential for salt film passivation, op, and the correspond-
ing current density, ip, both decrease approximately linearly with
increasing concentration. At saturation of MgC12 , the salt passiva-
tion potential is about -1 V and the passivation current density about
0.2 A/cm 2 . Current density in the ohmic region can be described by
(11)

ei - (1)

d + a% w

although the hydrogen bubbles cause some error.

The electrode reaction in the mass transport limited region is

Mg(c) + 2Cl-(aq) - MgCl2 (c) + 2e- (2)

in which a layer of salt covers the metal. The salt layer is assumed
to conduct by transport of chloride and/or magnesium ions. Magnesium
chloride dissolves at the salt-solution interface and magnesium ions
are transported away through the solution.

The standard reversible potential for reaction 2 is calculated
from free energy data (14) to be -1.95 VSCE. It is not possible to
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check this value on a polarization curve such as Fig. 1 because the
salt film dissolves as the reversible potential is approached. An ac
technique was therefore used.

A sine wave was superimposed through the potentiostat on a pit at
+3 V dc in 2.35 M MgC12 solution. The current-voltage curve was
displayed on the oscilloscope. At frequencies of 10 to 15 Hz the
zero-current intercept occured at -1.9 ± 0.1 V. At lower frequencies
the salt film dissolved and at higher frequencies capacitive charging
and discharging of the salt film gave a hysteresis loop. There was a
large hysteresis in the anodic current region at 10 to 50 Hz but
essentially no hysteresis in the cathodic current region and in the
region of the zero-current intercept. The metal surface remained
bright under the salt layer in these tests. The zero-current (-1.9 V)
intercept appears to be the reversible potential for reaction 2 and
will be assumed so in this paper.

The valence of dissolution was determined in the mass transport
limited region in 2.35 M MgC12 solution at a potential of 5.0 V. At
this condition, the corroding metal surface is shiny and the hydrogen
evolution rate is small. Four runs were made at 16 hours each
starting from a condition of the magnesium polished flush with the
epoxy resin surface. The average depth at the end of the runs was
measured with a machinist's dial gage and compared to the integrated
current from the strip chart recorder. The measured valence was 2.03
± 0.03.

. ,-en Evo:;i v.--The rate of hydrogen evolution was measured
in 0.94 M MgC1 2 solution at potentials from -1.5 V to 19 V. The volu-
metric rate (cm3/s) was converted to an equivalent cathodic hydrogen
current density using the ideal gas law and Faraday's law.

2F v (273)(76 - p) (3)

H2  22,400 T(76)A

The ratio of the hydrogen current density to the actual anodic current

density is plotted versus potential in Fig. 2. The actual anodic
current density is assumed to be the sum of the absolute values of the
measured anodic current density and the hydrogen current density.

The ratio, iH2/ia, is approximately constant at 0.3 for the ohmic
limited region; both iH2 and Ia increased with potential. This value
corresponds to an apparent valence of 1.4, which is in general agree-
merit with literature values (10). The ratio, iH&/ia, is about two
orders of magnitude smaller at high potentials In the mass transport
limited region. In each of these experiments between 0.5 V and 19 V
in the mass transport limited region the hydrogen was collected over a
period of 1ime in which the average measured current was in the range,
0.15 ± 0.07 A/cm2 . The ratio, iH2/ia, decreases with increase In
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potential in this region.

An hypothesis is made here that the rate of hydrogen generation
in the mass transport limited region is directly related to the rate
of water diffusion through the salt layer. Because the metal/salt
interface is at a very negative potential (-1.9 V) it will be assumed
that every water molecule arriving at the interface is reduced to
hydrogen

H20 + 2e- - H2 + 0' (4)

The small concentration of oxide ions simultaneously formed will be
incorporated into the salt film as magnesium oxychloride.

The current density fox hydrogen generation is therefore

2F DW ACWiH2 " t(5

It will be assumed there that the salt film thickness is directly
proportional to the potential across the salt film

t - K1 (K + 1.9) ' (6)

(The value of K1 is discussed in a later section.) Equations 5 and 6
may be combined to give the linear relation

i/iH2 - K2 (0 + 1.9) (7)

Experimental values of I/iH 2 in the mass transport limited region are
plotted versys 0 in Fig. 3. The least-squares line has a slope of 272
(A/cm2 )-1 V-  and an intercept of -4 V. The dashed line in Fig. 3 was
drawn through a zero-current intercept of ;1.9 V in accordance with
Eq. 7, and gives a line

l/iH2 - 325 (; + 1.9) (8)

The data thus appear to be in reasonable accord with the hypothesis of
water transport in the salt film. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 is

iH2 1 0.0205

ia (0.15)(325)(0 + 1.9) (0 + 1.9)

Effee ,f ,FZcro:,j:a Velccity--The effect of electrolyte velocity
on current density in the mass transport limited region is shown in
Fig. 4. These experiments were conducted in 2.35 M MgCl2 . The depth
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of the recessed Mg electrode in the side of the flow channel was about
0.15 cm. The strong relation of current density to flow velocity
shows that the current is mass transport limited, although the slope
with potential at the higher flow rates indicates partial kinetic
control.

Conductivity of Solution in Pit--Potential in the pit solution
was measured as a function of depth with the position-calibrated small
Luggin capillary (11) for bulk concentrations of 0.94, 2.35 and 4.7 M.
Pit depths were 0.2 to 0.3 cm. Solution conductivity calculated from
the slope of the potential versus depth curves varied smoothly from
the saturation value at the bottom of the pit to the bulk concentra-
tion near the mouth. The pits with magnesium did not have the
extremely-viscous, low-conductivity solutions near the bottom that
were observed in pits with titanium (11).

K : -a Tnsrezs--Experiments were conducted in
which a step potential from the open-circuit value to +5.0 V was
applied for a range of bulk MgCl2 concentrations. The pit depth
averaged 0.09 + 0.01 cm in these experiments. Current density-time
transients are shown in Fig. 5. The initial current is ohmically
limited. Salt passivation initiates in the time period, 0.01 to 0.1 s.
By 1 s the salt film is fully developed and thereafter the current
density decays as the diffusion layer thickness increases in the pit.
At about 1000 s the current density levels to the steady-state value
for a diffusion layer thickness corresponding to the pit depth. The
decrease in current density with bulk concentration of MgCI2 in the
unsteady-state and steady state regions clearly indicate a mass
transport limit for Mg+' ion.

In the unsteady-state region the limiting current density can be
described (15) by

zF (C - Cb)

and in the steady-state region it can be described by

zFD(C - b )
iL = t-d (11)

The chloride ion transference number has a value of about 0.79 (16) in
concentrated MgCl 2 solution concentrations shown in Fig. 5. Values of
D were calculated from Eq. 10 and 11 and Fig. 5 for bulk concentrations
from 0.94 to 4.23 M. The values were 1.1 ± 0.1 x 10- 5 cm2/s for the
unsteady state curves and 1.8 ± 0.2 x 10- 5 cm2/s for the steady state
curves, assuming d - 0.1 cm. These values are many times larger than
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would be expected in concentrated solution. A possible cause of the
large apparent diffusivities is convective mixing by the hydrogen
bubbles of the high concentration solution from the pit bottom to the
lower concentration at the pit mouth. Quantitative measurements and
calculations remain to be made.

A surprising result in Fig. 5 is that the current density did not
go to zero in saturated solution but also followed the same - power
law of Eq. 10. The experiments were repeated a number of times with
solution that was saturated with MgCl2 at 300 or 50

0C before pouring
into the cell to insure saturation in the cell which was run at 210C.
Curve a is for initial 300C saturated solution and curve b is for
initial 500C saturated solution. The pit was filled with solution-
precipitated MgCl 2 • 6 H20 crystals for the 50

0C solution but not the
300C solution. The solution next to the salt film appears to be
supersaturated so that the transport can be described by

zF (C* - CS ) F-_
iL (12)

The degree of supersaturation calculated from Eq. 12 and curve a
Fig. 5 for D = 1.1 x 10- 5 cm2/s is 1.5 ± 0.3% above saturation.
Supersaturation for curve b is calculated to be about 3% above
saturation.

5::.jorz.ic' Curves--Step potential experiments
were conducted with Mg in 4.23 M (90% saturated) MgCl 2 solutions in
order to determine electrical properties of the MgCl 2 salt film over a
wide range of potential. Potential was stepped up and down from an
initial 11 to a value of ;2 starting with same initial current density
of 0.02 A/cm 2 . The potential range of Ol was from 1 V to 10 V. The
initial peak current density, ip, at each value of 2 was recorded on
the storage oscilloscope. The data are plotted semilogarithmically in
Fig. 6.

A linear relationship is obtained at current densities below
0.02 A/em 2 in accordance with high-field conduction.

i i ° exp (13)0 t I 1

At higher current densities the data deviate from the linear relation-
ship due to an apparent series ohmic resistance. The value of B/t1 or
t /6 can be calculated from the linear region from the derivative of

Eq. 13.

t /S (4

......... ~ ~ 2.3 dlogi....,!- .
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Values of d;/d logi determined from Fig. 6 are plotted versus poten-
tial, 01, in Fig. 7. The data appear to be linear with potential,
consistent with the salt film thickness being linear with potential
and a constant B. The dashed line in Fig. 7 is drawn through the
reversible potential

t/B - 0.098 (o1 + 1.9) (15)

The value of 1 in Eq. 13 is about I x 10 A/cm from Fig. 6.

The difference between a curve at high current density and the
extrapolated linear region in Fig. 6 gives an apparent ohmic potential
difference. Plots of these potential differences versus current
density are approximately linear and give generally increasing resis-
tances from 270 to 770 ohms (14 to 29 Q cm2 ) for potentials from I to
10 V. The solution resistance for an effective 0.2 cm deep pit is
about 40 ohms based on conductivity data. It appears that there is a
series ohmic resistance in the pit, perhaps a porous salt layer on top
of the barrier salt layer.

Attempts were made to determine the incremental amount of barrier
layer film growth for a step potential. In general, the current
density increases at the step potential to a value above the mass
transport limited current density, iL, and decays in time back to iL.
It was assumed that the area under this curve would represent the
charge for incremental amount of barrier layer film. In practice
there were complications that caused the method to give only a rough
approximation; the poststep value of iL was not always identical to
the prestep value, and there was a double overshoot in current density
due to concentration changes in the solution side. Neyertheless the
average incremental thickness appeared to be about 50 A/V at a limit-
ing current density of 1 mA/cm 2 . The value of a can be estimated from
this value of dtl/dl in the derivative of Eq. 15.

dt1

0 _ l : 5 x 10 cm/V (16)

This value is similar to values obtained for oxide films (17). The
value of dt/d: decreased with increasing current density. The data
were too scattered to determine if there was a trend in dt/d:' with
potential.

7z£itS of Wa er rd H:dro.;en in Szt ?L"7--The permeability
of the MgCl 2 salt film barrier layer to water and hydrogen is examined
here. Solubilities of water and hydrogea in MgCl2 are not known, so
the permeability, P - DC, will be calculated. A common unit for
permeability is cm 3 (STP) s-1 cm- 2 cm (cm Hg)- I . The current density
for water reduction based on reaction 4 is then
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2F P pi- w 'i (17)
iw 22,400 t

The value of t can be expressed by

t - 50 x 10-8 (0 + 1.9) (18)

Equation 8 can be rewritten

M2  325(, + 1.9)

Assuming iw - iH2, Eq. 17, 18, and 19 may be combined and solved for
Pw

-8
p (50 x 10 )(22,400)w (325)(2)FZpw

at 25-C a saturated MgC12 solution has a water vapor pressure of

0.789 cm (18). This value in Eq. 20 gives Pw - 2.3 x 10-10 cm3(SIP)s-lcm - 2 cm (cm Hg)- .

A question arises whether this value of Pw is reasonable. A
search was made for water permeability of inorganic salts at room
temperature. Data were found for a few alkali halides only (18, 19),
determined by destruction by water vapor of color centers in crystals.
A value calculated from data for KI at 250C (18) is 0.004 x 10-10 cm3

(STP) s-l cm-2cm (cm Hg) -l. Another 25C value for KI extrapolated
from 2000 - 300 0C data (19) is 0.0004 x 10-1 cm3(STP) s icm- 2 cm (c=
Hg)-l. Extrapolated values for KBr and KCl are smaller. Permeabili-
ties of water through various plastics range from 0.25 x 10-10 te
12,000 x 10-10 cm3 (STP)s-Icm-2cm (cm Hg)-1 with a mean of about 1000
x 10-10 (20). The value of Pw calculated from MgC1 2 therefore appears
to have a reasonable order of magnitude but it remains to be deter-
mined by independent measurements if the value is correct.

Another question concerns the feasibility of hydrogen transport
out through the MgCI 2 film. Diffusion coefficients for H2 through KI,
KBr, and KCI at 2000 - 3000C have been measured (21) but no solubility
data were found to convert to permeability. On the other hand,
permeability data of H2 through plastics (20).are available and aver-
age about 1/100 the water value, or- 10 x 10 cm (STP)s- cm -2 cm
(cm Hg)- I. If it is assumed for example that the permeability of H2
is 1/100 the value for water, an estimate of the H2 transport rate can
be made from

2 F P H2  LpH 2

iH2 22,400 t
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The ratio of H2 to ater flux is therefore

iH P2P 2 LPH
H H H P

2- 2 2 0.01 - (22)

w w w w

The value for LpH is 76 S cm Hg in which S is the supersaturation
ratio, which may ie very large for nucleation of H2 bubbles in the salt
film. The value of Apw above is - 0.8 cm Hg so that iH2/iw z0.95 S.
The H2 permeability rate therefore appears to be adequate based on the
above assumptions.

Conclusions

Corrosion experiments with a shielded high-purity magnesium anode
in various concentrations of magnesium chloride showed the following.
At high anodic potentials, magnesium ion transport in solution becomes
limiting and a barrier layer salt film forms on the metal surface.
Electrical conduction of the salt film is by the high-field mechanism
and the constants were determined. Thickness is proportional to
applied potential. Water diffuses through the salt film leading to
hydrogen evolution, with a rate inversely proportional to potential
and film thickness.
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Nomenclature

a = constant
A = area, cm-
C - concentration, mol/cm3

d = depth, cm
D = diffusivity, cm2/s
F = Faraday, 96,500 C/equiv

i = current density, A/cm
2

io = exchange current density, A/cm
2

F = constant
i = length, cm
p = pressure, cm Hg
P - permeabilitv, cm3 (STP) s- 1 cm- 2 cm (cm Hg)- I

t = thickness, cm
t- - transference number
T = absolute temperature 3
v = volumetric rate of H2 evolution, cm3/s
w = width, cm
z = valence, equiv/mcl
: = exponential constant, cm/V

= time, s
; = potential, V

Subscripts
a = anodic

b bulk
e -electrolyte

H2 - hydrogen
L - limiting
p - peak
s - saturation
w water
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